In-Company Business Chinese Course Outline

Course Code: Pre-intermediate 1 (Pre-1)

Textbook: HSK Standard Course Book 2 (Lesson 1 to 5)

Communication Skills & Learning Outcomes:

- Talk about travel plan
- Age and height
- Talk about every routine
- Identify things
- Talk about duration
- Give suggestion

Key Vocabulary (selected):

travel, think, most, why, also, sport, play football, together, would like to, new, it, eye, fall in, every, morning, run, get up, medicine, body, leave hospital, come, tall, meter, take a rest, busy, time, watch, thousand, newspaper, send, milk, room, husband, beside, really, pink, color, left side, red, birthday, happy, to, receive, evening, ask, very, begin, already, long, two, help, introduce, outside, intend, indicate a conclusion or resolution, fish, piece, passably, not bad, pretty good, test, meaning, coffee, for, after

Grammar Points:

- The auxiliary verb “要 yao”
- The adverb of degree “最 zui”
- “几 ji” and “多 duo” : expressions of approximate numbers
- Questions using “是不是 shi bu shi”
- The pronoun “每 mei”
- The interrogative pronoun “多 duo”
- The “的 de” phrase
- The numeral classifier “一下 yixia”
- The modal adverb “真 zhen”
- the structure “是……的 shi…de”
- “……的时候…de shi hou” indicating time
- The adverb of time “已经 yi jing”
- the adverb “就 jiu”
- The modal adverb “还 hai”
- The adverbial modifier “有点儿 youdianr”

Characters:

- frequently used radicals: 亻 刂 忄 灶 氵 扌 艹 疒 纟 饣 嘱 讠 钅 宀 冖 辶 廴 犭 口 囗 阝 行